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Miriam Levering To Study Chinese 
During Junior Year at Princeton 
Symposium To View Dante 
Miriam ("Merri") Levering '66 the senior year and the B.A. de-
will take her junior year at Prince- gree. 
ton University under its Coopera- Next year will be the second 
tive Undergraduate Program for year of the program, which for 
Critical Languages. She is the first three years is receiving support 
Wellesley College student to parti- from the Carnegie Corporation. 
cipate in the program. Enrolled this year are 14 students 
This cooperative program, in from institutions other than Prin-
which Wellesley is one of 34 parti- ceton. Members of the Class of 
·cipating colleges, enables students 1967 and subsequent classes who 
during their third year of college would like to have further inform-
to study languages which are not . ation should consult their Cla~s 
taught on their home campuses. Dean and should have their plans 
Arabic, Chinese, Japanese, Persian, well under way by mid-March. The 
Turkish and Russian are offered at deadline for applying will be 
present. The purpose of the pro- April 1, 1965. 
A symposium commemorating 
the seven hundredth anniversary 
of Dante's birth has been announ-
ced for October 21-22, 1964. Spon-
sored by the Pastene Fund to en-
courage interest in Italian cul-
ture, the symposium will focus on 
asp~ts of The Divine Comedy. 
The American Dante scholar 
Charles S. Singleton will open the 
symposium Tuesday night, Octo-
ber 21. He is Professor of Romance 
Literature at Johns Hopkins Univ· 
ersity. 
On Wednesday, Francis Fergus-
son, Professor of Comparative Lit-
erature at Rutgers University, will 
gram as described by Princeton -------------...:.....-------------
is "to train a generation of teach· Hoops Roll, Spring Dancers Cavort, 
ers who will make it possible for 
any interested college to offer at Freshmen Race For Class Status 
least one program in Near or Far 
Eastern Studies 01 Soviet Studies." 
To Study Chinese 
speak on The Divine Comedy in 
relation to Aristotle's Poetics. He 
will be followed by Jacob Klein, 
Professor of Philosophy at St 
John's College in Annapolis, Mary-
land, who will focus on the philos-
ophy of the Purgatrio. The sub-
ject of the final lecture, accom-
panied by slides, will be illustra-
tions in Divine Comedy manu-
scripts of the fourteenth and fif-
teenth centuries. This will be giv-
en by Peter Brieger, Professor of 
History of Art at Toronto Univer-
sity. 
S\lmmer Reading 
The Italian Department recom-
mends that ;students read The Di-
vine Comedy during the summer, 
in particular the I njerno and Pur-
gatorio While a number of trans-
lations are available, including 
paperback, the department sug-
gests the Temple Classic edition 
published by Dente and Company. 
It contains the original and the 
English translation on facing pages. 
John Ciardis' translation has also 
been enjoyed by students. 
Introduced. by Dnte to his patron 
as "the Gamedy of Dante Aligh.-
ieri, a Florentine by birth but not 
in character,'~ the work was com-
posed between 1302 and 1321 dur-
ing Dante's exile from Florence 
due to the Florentine political 
strife. Although Dante cherished 
the hqpe that fame from his poem 
might restore him to his city, he 
never was allowed to return there. 
His fame, however, quickly spread 
after his death as the poem be-
came known as the great religious 
and mystical allegory of European 
literature. 
Critical Attention to Dante 
Interest in Dante among critics 
writing in English has gradually 
increased since the eighteenth 
Continued on Page Thrree Merri's chief interest is Far 
Eastern Studies, and the language 
she proposes to study first at sum-
mer school and then at Princeton, 
is Chinese. 
A history major who received 
Freshman Honors, she was accep-
ted by Princeton last week on the 
recommendations of the History 
Department and her Class Dean. 
She· speaks French (living on the 
French Corridor) and Dutch (hav-
ing spent her senior year in high 
school in the Netherlands as an ex-
change student under the Ameri-
can Friends Field Service Pro· 
gram). Her eventual plan is to 
teach Far Eastern Studies in a 
college or to join the State Depart-
ment. 
Dancers ready, and . . . Catch, 2, 
3, 4, Catch, 2, 3, 4 ... SPADE! 
Across the campus drift the 
sounds of preparations for Tree 
Day Wellesley's annual fete in 
honor of spring. 
The schedule this year is crowd-
ed and e·xciting. In addition to 
the traditional activities the Pag,.. 
eant on Severance Green, the Class 
Crew Races, and the Spade Cere-
monies culminating in the race to 
the Freshman Class Tree. Tree 
Day j.964 includes Senior Hoop 
Rolling and a festive Spring Dance. 
was not returned at all. As the up-
perclassmen well remember, the 
green banner of the Class of '65 
was stolen by a merry group from 
Babson, and the chagrined class 
marched behind a hastily re-letter-
ed Babson banner. Weeks later, 
Miss Clapp noticed their banner 
hanging on a clothesline near the 
President's House. 
Talk on Italian Unificatio·n Stresses 
Themes of Nationalism and Liberalism 
Future Plans 
After studying the Chinese Ian• 
guage at an approved summer 
school, she will go to Princeton 
next fall to continue her work in 
the language and to take area stu-
dies in addition to regular course 
wor).t. While the program mentions 
the possibility of a second summer 
or a second year at Princeton or 
abroad, students are expected to 
return to their home colleges for 
Rally Round The Banner 
For the freshmen the weekend's' 
activity begins with the Banner 
Hunt in whic hthey add together 
clues hidden near each. donnitory 
with their own ingenuity to find 
the sophomore's purple banner. 
Not until the carillon plays their 
class song the sign that someone 
has found the banner, are the 
freshmen assured that they will 
become a class. 
The banner is returned to the 
sophomores with the same irre-
verence with which i·t was hidden. 
In past years freshmen have used 
a hearse and even a Pilgrim Laun-
dry truck to deliver the banner. 
Last year, of course, the banner 
Raging Revolt for Righteous Cause 
Sprlne rioters c,...h ~lon on IMlay thoroughfaN. S.. .._ 6 
"' lurid .Walls of polic.; brutality. 
Photo ._ Bilrbara KldeD •• 
For The Seniors: Hoops & Beaux 
The day's festivities begin at 
7:45 with Senior Hoop Rolling. The 
contest sets the seniors against 
each other and a Harvard inter-
loper in a race around the path 
from Tupelo Point to the Chapel. 
For the Harvard man, disguised in 
cap and gown, the prize has always 
been a cold dip in Lake Waban 
after enthusiastic underclassmen 
have tackled him to prevent him 
from winning the race. And for 
the winner, the traditional prize· 
·the honor of being the first in the 
class to marry. 
The Dance: "Odyssey Anew'' 
For many the day's activities 
Continued on Page Three 
"Why study the Risorgimento?" 
was the question posed by Profes-
sor Raymond Grew of Princeton 
in his lecture on May 11. He be-
lieves that this period of Italian 
unification from about 1820 to 
1859, is significant both in itself 
and as part of the historical pro-
cess. 
He dismissed as oversimplified 
the two nineteenth-century ver-
sions of the Risorgimento: the Ro-
·mantic Epic, which saw the move-
ment as a "growing crescendo of 
national enthusiasm" and empha-
sized its popular unity and the 
·heroism of its leaders, and the 
Liberal Epic, which stressed a 
steady progress in constitutional 
liberalism-"the ways in which 
ln~oming Freshmen To Be Welcomed 
With Week of Teas, Assemblies, Tests 
Plans are now being made to sed in the dormitories. However, 
welcome the Class of 1968 when this year these groups will meet 
it arrives on September 19 for one afternoon, instead of the usual 
several days of orientation to life two or three nights during the 
at Wellesley. This year Freshman week. 
week .will be headed ·by Ann Innovations Contemplated 
Schaefer '66. Two innovations have been sug-
Once again "Ask-Me Sophs" will gested for this year: that House 
dot the campus, directing the Presidents write letters to the new 
newcomers from building to build· "freshmen to welcome them, and 
ing. On Sunday afternoon Miss that mixers be held the first week-
Clapp will be at home to freshmen end of the semester. It is not known 
and. their parents, and tea will be whether these plans will go into 
served in the dormitories. A tea effect. 
will also be he·ld at Miss Clapp's During the summer freshmen 
for alumnae and their daughters. will receive copies of the Ha·nd· 
Busy Schedule Planned book. The editor this year is Agnes 
Among the other events sched.- Pearson '66; business manager is 
uled for the freshmen are assem- Becky Bartlett '66. Upon the ar. 
blies with Miss Clapp and Dean rival Of the freshman, the Por-
Francois, placement tests, the trait Directory will be distributed. 
Big-and-Little Sister picnics, meet- Bonnie Roberts '66 and Joan Nor-
ings with Vii Juniors, and the ris '66 are editor and business 
usual round of appointments. In manager, respectively. 
addition, club open houses will be Judy Peterson '66 will organize 
held one evening to interest pros- the club open house. Margaret 
pective members. Carr '66 will head the Big-and-Lit-
Freshmen will be mailed . a list I tie-Sisters, and Georgette Brady 
of books to read over the summer, '66 is in charge of the Big-and-Lit-
w.hich will subsequently be discus- tie-Sister picnic. 
Italians became more like Eng-
lishmen." 
Modernization and Nationalism 
Professor Grew, instead, ana· 
lyzed the Risorgimento in terms of 
two modern trends, "m.oderniza· 
tion" and nationalism, and pointed 
out its analogy to the political de-
velopment of ex-colonial nations 
in Asia, Africa, and Latin America. 
The first impetus toward mod-
ernization comes from outside, as 
the country discovers the possibil· 
ity of change. This "shock of poli· 
tical self-consciousness" 'came in 
Italy's case from Napoleon, and 
in the case of the non-European 
nations from colonialism. Profes-
sor Grew emphasized, however, 
that while Italy attempted to imi-
tate the institutions of liberal na-
tions like England and France, 
these institutions were not adapted 
to local needs and had no ideologi-
cal legitimate basis. Italian institu-
tions differed from the truly lib-
eral ones in lacking ~ broad popu-
lar base; fearing division, the 
leaders were suspicious of popu-
lar opinion, and tried to circum-
vent or: mold it. 
The major theme of Professor 
Grew's talk was the difference be-
tween nationalism and liberalism. 
Based on a vision of a better so-
ciety without class conflict, nation-
ali~m gave the individual a sense 
of "community mission;" the indi-
vidual achieved his identity only 
through the nation, and liberal in-
dividualism was thus a threat to so-
ciety and social order. Duties, not 
rights, were emphasized, and self-
sacrifice to a divinely~ordained. un-
ity was the 'highest goal. National-
ism became non-rational, based on 
quasi-religious fervor and political 
messianism. 
To illustrate this, Professor 
Grew quoted a Risorgimento para-
phrase of the Lord's Prayer, which 
extolled the "sacred ItaUans" as 
opposed to the wicked Austrians. 
Italian revolutionaries also incan-
CO'ItifWBtt 0t1 Page Bigl&.t 
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Broader Horizons Ladies' a Success; ~Learned 
Spoofs False The announcement of Wellesley's membership in the Princeton University Co-operative Undergraduate Program for Critical Languages has just been made, in connection 
with the announcement that Merri Levering '66 will study at 
Princeton next year. Merri is the first Wellesley student to 
leave campus under this sort of program for special studies; 
if the program works well and proves to be as beneficial as 
it now seems, she may be the first of many. 
Intellectualism 
by Ellen Jaffe '66 
What bas Moliere done to our 
national image? After Sputnik, we 
all learned that we had to be well-
educated~preferably in the intri-
cacies of science. Now, however, 
we are ·asked to help Moliere 
"stamp· out highr education for 
and imapeccably coifed, proclaims tion sometimes emphasized naive 
that they must rise above _ this sweetness, but at other time a 
"piece of rubbish," ·the vulgar kilowing , appraisal of human na-
body. ture. 
Wellesley is one of thirty-four colleges who will send 
students to study at Princeton, though only 14 students this 
year will be from colleges other than Princeton. At present 
students are offered Arabic, Chinese, Japanese, Persian, Tur-
kish and Russian, languages which are deemed "critical" and 
which are not offered to them on heir home campuses. The 
program is two years old and presently supported by the 
Carnegie Corporation. 
News, as will be all others who are introduced to the 
program, is pleased by its timely institution and hopeful of 
its success. 
In the Beginning • • • 
The Boston Council of Colleges first met early this Fall 
at the initiative of M.I.T. Thus far, it is an informal gather-
ing of the heads of the student bodies in ten colleges in the 
Boston area: Boston College, Boston University, Emmanuel 
Harvard, Lesley, Massachusetts Cdllege of Art, M.I.T., Sim-
mons, Tufts, and Wellesley. The group, still in the process of 
defining its functions has been confronted with some pre-
liminary questions which usually beset an organization of its 
kind. 
The first question it must answer is just exactly what 
role it wants to play. Among the members, two different 
opinions seem to exist: One opinion states that the group 
should work together to solve problems common to students 
in the Boston area, such as a proposal for the Boston City 
Government to give college students financial discounts on 
amusements and transportation. The other opinion feels that 
Council should sponsor activities in Boston which would 
benefit all the students of the member schools and, to some 
extent, integrate the student bodies. Since both of these func-
women"! 
But Moliere is not really asking 
us to get rid of higher education. 
He wants, instead, to stamp· out 
vanity, hypocrisy, prete·nsiousness, 
and all inane escapes from reality. 
Les Femes Savantes (Learned 
Ladies for those anti-intellectuals 
who know no French), presented 
last week-end by the Wellesley 
College Theatre, shows us, in the 
larger-than-life terms of the satir-
ist, that such follies just don't 
work. Far from moralizing, the 
playwright entertains us royally in 
the process. 
Timeless Satire 
Body and Soul 
Paul Donlon played her husband 
Chrysale, prototype of the hen-
pecked husband that situation 
comedy has made famous. He 
goes to the other e~treme, stat· 
ing that "my body is me," and 
his ludricous weakness makes him 
also a victim of Moliere's satire, 
although he is a more sympathetic 
character than his wife. 
It seemed to me that Clitandre, 
the earnest young suitor who gets 
his girl, represents Moliere's ideal: 
body and soul combined, "walking 
together," as he says. Clitandre 
is the least pretentious character 
in the play; Robert Well empha-
sized his sincerity, but was stiff 
and not quite powerful enough, in 
contrast to the rest of the cast. This play is aptly directed at 
Bourgeois Parisians in the late Intellectual Coterie 
seventeenth century, but because Judy Symon '67, as Philaminte's 
Moliere has caught the essence elder daughter, who had been 
of human nature as well as the wooed by Clitandre · but rejected 
essence of his age, it rings true his offer of "marriage-and all the 
today. implications of marriage," was 
Directed by Paul R. Barstow, it a striking, haughty blend of re-
was · presented as a very broad serve and jealousy, quite different 
comedy with much use of gesture from her gushing, slightly mad 
and mime: never lapsed into bad aunt, charmingly ·portrayed by 
taste or. aimlessness. The action ·Metsy Lottman '66. These two 
was fast-paced and pungent, and completed the circle of learned 
revolved around a group of wo- ladies. These ladies showed that 
cen who consider themselves in- "a little knowledge is a dangerous 
tellectuals, wholly absorbed in the· thing," for it brought out only 
life of the mind but ironically, their vanity and affectation, and 
they are seen to be more invoved served as a not-too-convincing veil 
with love and family controversies. for their sexual and social desires. 
dame of the learned ladies, played Clitandre's beloved Henriette, 
At one point, Philaminte, grand' Philaminte's younger daughter, 
dame of the learned ladies, played portrayed by Eleanor Royster '67, 
with lavish, magnificance by Nina was anti-intellectual but certainly 
Kaufman '66, elegantly dressed not blind. Eleanor's interpreta-
tions are very large, it does not seem that the council should Seni·ors' 'Radi·cal Middle' at Claflm· 
try to fill both at its inception. 
The second question the Council IJ1USt answer is if, be-
cause of the different characters of its members, it can satis- Quells Incipient Revolt from the Left 
Buffoonery In Verse 
All four actresses carried their 
roles and their sweeping skirts 
with flair and confidence; the flut-
teing and clicking of their fans 
was almost as articulate as their 
vocies. Each character, once es-
tablished, remained true but never 
static. 
Two "pots,'~ played by Buddy 
Mear and Charles Siegel, provided 
some of the highlights of the eve-
ning. Buddy's Trisse>tin, the dandy 
of the salon, had a marvelously 
expressive face and voice and tal-
ent for comic timing and delivery. 
His reading of a sonnet and an 
epigram wo~thy of the Anthology 
of Bad Poetry were priceless, as 
was his fight with Vadius, the 
other poet, a master in the art 
of hysterical rage. These two buf-
foons were decked out in ribbons, 
laces and garish color powdered 
wigs. 
Sally MacKinnon '67 and Nancy 
Hughes '67, maids ungraceful but 
delightful in speech and action, 
added to the sparkling atmos-
phere. John Murnane, Chrysale's 
brother and the deus ex machina 
of the play, was an excellent stab· 
ilizing force. Richard Glover, as 
a notary, was properly pedantic. 
Striking Set 
All the turbulent but comic ac-
tion of The Learned Ladies took 
place in a drawing-room designed 
by Henry E. Scott ill which per-
fectly captured the atmosphere 
of the play. Overstuffed, replete 
with conspicuously-placed tele-
scope, and . fashionable art-work, 
the set was constantly exciting 
without being over-bearing. 
While tragedy ennobles the ac-
tion and involves the audience 
emotionally, satire sets up a temp-
est in a teapot-and lets us see 
its true proportions, of which the 
characters are unaware. At one· factorily fill either of these functions-. For instance, would The _incumbent senior govern-
a problem such as the expense of hiring weekend entertain- ment of Claflin Hall successfully 
ment from Boston agencies be likely, to concern Simmons as resisted the latest assault upon its 
it would M.l. T.? Or would an activity of particular interest authority last Monday night. The 
pose the incumbency through re- point in the production, Judy Sy-
attempted coup climaxed a year of 
to Lesley students be likely to interest Harvard? Let us hope insurrectionist activity in this be· 
that if there is enough common ground among all the schools leaguered Republic. 
in the Boston area, the Boston Council of Colleges will be- The dissidents, composing the 
come a permanent institution. Even at the present, the inter- Radical Left headed by Miss Neila 
· Helmholz,' have accused the en-
communication among the various schools seems to have trenched government, the Radical 
brought forth some valuable ideas and suggestions. Middle headed by Miss Mary Sag-
master, of establishing ·one-man 
authoritarian rule, and not repre-
senting the People. (The motto of 
the Radical Middle is: "Bread, Cir· 
cuses, and Sound Leadership.") 
Wellesley College News 
~-la-Cbld Aaocla• E4liol' Jane Steidemann '80 
Cynthia Van Hazinga •ss Jf•ws EdUOI' Josephine Ber1en '80 
Man•gl ... l:diiOn Auoclat• Manatrlacr EcWon 
Suaan Johnson •a Jmen Jaffe •• 
Claflinization 
Calling for Claflinization, or eco-
nomic equality through holding in 
common all luxury items that now 
'
belong to individuals, the Radical 
Left incudes in its platform: 
1) Light the back way to the 
Well, .and darken the front hall on 
Saturday nights. 
2) A last chance mixer for all 
the Radicals left! 
3) A ban on all water weapons 
used against minorities. 
The last 'plank of the platform 
has reference to the increasing 
amount of violence used by both 
sides, ever since the recent assass-
ination attempt at Sunday dinrier. 
Long Dissident History 
Informed sources trace the dis-
sidenre of the Radical Left to the 
Fall of 1963, when Miss Helmholz 
was defeated in her campaign for 
senior rep by Miss Sagmaster. Also 
defeated at that time was Miss 
Ruth Osterweis, representing the 
Radical Right. Her faction, con-
sisting of one member, herself, has 
tactically coalesced with the Radi-
cal Left, though each retains its 
ideological independence. Miss Os-
terweis, who stands for the Trans-
cendental All, still hopes to de-
call and referendum. mon, discussing the ladies' acad-
Queen to Provide Stability erny, announced, "No one will be 
Miss Helmholz's party rematned intellectual but us and our friends." 
defunct or dormant through the This is the intellect of the salon, 
winter months after her defeat. and this, Moliere says, is not 
At the approach of spring, Miss learned in any century. 
Helmholz, as a member of the in- l-------------
cipient Loyal Opposition, sugges- Reader writes 
ted the election of a Queen. The 
Claflin Queen could 1) provide sta-
bility for the loyal opposition to 
oppose and 2) welcome the spring. 
"Of course, I expected to be elec-
ted, Queen," said Miss Helmholz 
upon cross-examination. 
At first Miss Helmholz was, in-
deed, the sole candidate for Queen, 
but last-minute strategy, which in· 
eluded the chance entrance· of Miss 
Lynn Willer through the doorway, 
brought about her unexpected elec-
tion as Philosopher-Queen. 
She was duly crowned at Sun-
day dinner, by Miss Diana Mar-
shall, Archbishop of Vices. Apolo-
gist for the· regime, Miss Judith 
Abbott, stated: "The well-being of 
the universe demands proper auth-
ority within each sphere and in-
deed a whole unbroken chain of 
authority from the highest to the 
lowest." The Archbishop. She 
noted, establishes this unity by 
her spiritual leadership. Miss Ab-
bott also referred to Immanuel 
Kant to support the govermental 
as rational and intuitive. 
Resentment of Authority 
Although · it was she· who sug-
gested the institution of the Queen 
Miss Helmholz soon chafed under 
what she claimed was authoritarian 
rule. The first in a series of cli-
maxes came about when the Queen 
and the Radical Middle instructed 
the seniors to wear their senior 
robes to dinner, without inform-
inp them of the ~ason. (There 
Continued on Page Four 
To the Editor: 
In regard to last week's editor-
ial on Area ~ajors, the · Student 
Education Committee wants to 
thank News for showing an inter-
est in the work we have been 
doing. We feel News is an impor-
tant medium of communication, 
especially for SEC which aims at 
hearing from and reporting to the 
student body at large. We are 
anxious to use News even more 
next year. And we are always open 
to the opinions which News may 
have. 
There is one point which I would 
like to add to last week's editorial. 
On April 27 eight members of SEC 
met with the Curriculum Commit-
tee. The latter includes five fac-
ulty members, Miss Onderdonk and 
Miss Clapp. We chatted informally 
fo.r three . hours about the work 
SEC had done this year, including 
Area Majors. Although the Cur-
riculm Committee did NOT say 
"Changes will take place inuned-
iately," they were very receptive 
to our idas. While exchanging per-
sonal opinions, we attempted to 
determine what each group felt 
to be more general opinions of the 
faculty and student body. We thank 
them for talking "with" us about 
the desirability and feasibility if 
proposed changes. 
May 12, 1964 
Sincerely yours, 
Susan Berkman, '65 
SEC Chairman 
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Shakespeare Is Honored at H~rvard 
Loeb Presents Monumental Tragedy of Lear 
by Susan Johnson '65 
Daniel Seltzer, acting director of 
Loeb Drama center at Harvard 
(1963-64), was saluted, with a stand-
ing ovation from the audience 
opening weekend for his awesome 
interpretation of the role of King 
Lear. 
Following the traditional Shake-
psearian interpretation of this her-
oic role, Seltzer vividly portrayed 
. the duality of the old man's per-
sonality which is described on one 
hand as weak and suffering 
throughout the first four acts, and 
on the other, as violent and chole-
ric, sometimes even supernatural, 
in several of the scenes (abstracted 
from reality) in which he is going 
mad. Seltzer as Lear inspired the 
audience with pity as well as ad-
miration and affection, His drama-
tic development was gradual and 
forceful. His scenes with his daugh-
ter, Cordelia were beautifully alive. 
Although he never · lapsed into 
violent, inarticulate madness on 
the stage, the pressure of his 
growing mental feebleness and suf-
fering, necessary for this old fool 
to become acquainted with wis-
dom, was effected in Seltzer's 
steady, quiet affection of anguish 
while he exhibited the matchless 
majestry and tender solitude of 
this noble hero, in the process of 
arriving at purification through 
sufferance. 
One of the biggest ·surprises of 
the production was John Lithgow's 
(a Harvard freshman) convincing 
portrayal of The Earl of Glouces-
ter, who like Lear suffers from the 
knowledge of the ingratitude of 
his children and from his subse-
quent folly for not recognizing the 
true value of his loyal son Edgar's 
love. Lear mistakenly punishes and tures, and mannerisms. Emily Le-
disinherits . Cordelia, his favorite vine had a great deal of trouble 
daughter, because he unwittingly. carrying her part off as the Duke 
believes her to be unfaithful. Lith- of Cornwall's accomplice in goug-
gow successfully added about 45 ing out The Duke of Glouchester's 
years to his own age to play the eyes. De·borah Fortson gave a beau-
part of the old man. Even his gait tifulyy calm, lyrical interpretation 
recalled old age. of the wronged Cordelia. Peter C. 
- Mark Bramhall played Edmund, Brooks as the sensitive, poetic 
the bastard son of the Duke of Duke of Burgundy was extremely 
Glouchester, as an interesting con- poised in his role diametrically 
trast between the cunning and evil opposed to that of his scurrilous 
!ago of Othello and the agreeable, wife Goneril. 
roguish schoolboy behavior of Yann Weymouth in his attempt 
Mercutio in RQme and Juliet. He to develop the duality of the per-
delivered his lines with force, and sonality of the Earl of Kent 
a certain liveliness that made him throughout the play and to reunite 
one of the few characters who de- it at the end was extremely clever. 
veloped into a broad personality This role, although one of the rna-
during the course of the tragedy. jor one in the tragedy, often re-
Lear's Fool played by Harry mains in the background unnoti-
Smith and Edgar, son to Glouches- ced because it is very difficult for 
ter,portrayed by Richard Backus, one actor to inco:r.porate these two 
were two other characters who very different, yet at the same 
were able to develop a certain hu- time complementary images of the 
manness with ease on the stage. same individual. 
Their roles required them both to The minor roles of the King 
mix muted tones of pathos with of France (John · Kemp), Oswald, 
jovial, impish gestures in order steward to Goneril (William Dock-
that they might appear as com- en), and the Gentleman (Ned Hoi-
promise beings of a world stran- stein) were portrayed with Eliza-
ded in a natural setting located bethan grace and charm. 
between fantasy and reality, a The production of King Lear 
world in· which symbol and alle- of.ten considered Shakespeare's 
gory occupy an influential posi- greatest achievement because of 
tion as they often are called on to the number of overwhelming 
alter the player's state of mind. scenes is difficult to present as a 
The ·three daughters of Lear with unified drama, yet the Loeb pre-
the exception of Cordelia (Deborah sentation was very compact and 
Fortson) gave satisfactory inter- organized. 
pretations of their roles as the -------------
evil daugthers interested only in D t S • 
expropriating their apparently se- an e ymposi~ 
nile father. Madelon Ham:bro and 
Emily Levine respectively as Gone-
ril and Regan were very stiff and 
statuesque · in their speech, ges-
Continued ,from Pa.ge One 
century, according to critic Doro-
thy Sayers. At that time focus of 
attention was merely on tbe literal 
rendering of its meaning rather 
than on the real exploration of the 
poem, which began with the nine-
teenth-century critics Moore, Toyn-
bee, etc. The more serious atten-
tion that was given later to the 
theological and doctrinal founda-
tion of the poem brought about an 
expansion of criticism. The "Ro-
mantic Revival" shifted the out-
look from the moral and doctrinal 
scheme to the visionary and imag-
istic love ideal. Twentieth cen-
tury interest has turned to the po-
litical and philosophical realm. 
New interest -has focused on the 
"mystical significance," following 
the modern work of Charles . Wil-
liams. 
Treeday ... 
A distraught broken king absolves the cosmos from unJdndnen. 
Continued from Page One 
center on the traditional pageant, 
which begins at two o'clock. The 
four classes file in to sing the 
Alma Mater before taking their 
seats on Severance Hill. After the 
presentation. of the Senior Tree 
Day Mistress, Sandra Robinson, 
and her court, the Freshman Tree 
Day Mistress, Diane Sawyer, in-
troduce the dance, "Odyssey 
Anew," with a selection from 
Homer's Odyssey, "Of these ad-
ventures, Muse, tell us in our tilme, 
and lift the great song again." 
Photos by John Hagenbuckle 
BOX STORAGE AT 
RELIABLE MEANS 
Gannents meticulously cleaned - Hung in our 
modem spacious fur storage vault for the summer. 
Buttons removed and replaced where necessary -
minor repairs done at no extra charge - clothes 
pressed and delivered to your donn ready to wear 
at your convenience. 
Low Price of 
$4.95 for $250.00 insurance 
additional insurance 2% of value 
Plus Regular Low Cleaning Charges 
Rely on Reliable 
Same Father & Son Management for over 35 years 
Order A Box Today 
RELIABLE CLEANERS 
25 CENTRAL STREET3 WELLESLEY 
Call 235-0179- 653-1531 
The dance follows a narrative 
pattern drawn from the tale of 
Odysseus' wandering after the TrO>-
jan War. Different choerographers 
under the general direction of 
Selma Landen '65, chairman of the 
Dance Committee, directed each of 
the eight groups. The prologue, 
directed by Barbara Bolln '65 and 









Hours 7 a.m. • 8 p.m. 
''Aye, every inch· a king. When I do stare, ... how the sublect quakes.• 
Photos by · John Hagen buckle 
Saccharin Regan profiHMS devotion. 
Photos by John Hagenbuckle 
The Wellesley National Bank 
Four Convenient Offices 
Wellesley Square Wellesley Hills 
Westoa Road Lower Falls 
where banking is made convenient 
for the Wellesley College Students 
lleaber Pede rat . Deposit IJmn'anc:e · CorporaUon 
lhmber Fecleroal Reserve S;vatem 
BOX STORAGE 
Don1t Pack. Twice 
order a · box from Re_liable Cleaners 
Fill it with woolens. Haven't enough? Get together 
with a roommate. Save money-enjoy convenience. 
Rely on Reliable 
Serving Wellesley College Students 
for over 35 years 
Liberal Charge Account Privileges 
Call 235-0179 •• 653-1531 
RELIABLE CLEANERS 
25 CENTRAL STREET, WELLESLEY 
Across from Filene's 
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Former Wellesley Professor Di~cusses Student Wins Poetry Award 
His Ec.ological Study in Greenland Mo·unt Holyoke cozzege 
News Release Last Friday may have been one tigations had revealed the exis-
-of the hottest May 8's on record, tence of various kinds of vegeta- SOUTH HADLEY, Mass.-Mary 
but within the recesses of 100 tion that were not thought to be Ann Radner, '64, is the winner of 
Sage the emphasis was all on found in Greenland. the $100 · Irene Glascock Memorial 
coldness. · The scientific party also includ- Poetry Contest at Mount Holyoke 
The occasion for this pleasant ed meteriologists and geologists College, described in last week's 
change was a lecture by Derry D. who were studying such problems News. William Hunt of Wesleyan 
Koob on "An. Ecological Study in as weather conditions and · soil University won the second prize of 
Greenland." Mr. Koob who is cur- movement. $25. 
rently a research assistant with Dr. Koob is planning to return Judging at the contest, which 
the Ohio State University Insti· to Greenland next month so that was held on April 17, were Robert 
tute of Polar Studies is a former . he can study the lakes before the· Fitzgerald and Rolph Humphries, 
member of the Wellesley Botany spring thaw. He will be examining both well known poets and trans-
department. the effect of glaciers and the ways lators, and Mrs. Rosamund Field, 
· Characteriste Life in which marine vegetation can who teaches at Tufts University. 
Dr. Koob and his associates are obtain nutrients. Mr. Fitzgreald holds the Florence 
trying to discover what kinds of With the prospect of a long, hot Purington Visiting Professorship 
terrestial and marine life are char· summer clearly foreshadowed, Dr. at Mount Holyoke this semester, 
acteristic of Greenland. Dr. Koob Koob and his scientific colleagues and Mr. Humphries teaches in the 
pointed out that last year's inves- may well have the right idea. English department at Amherst 
Clafin •.• 
Continued from Page Two 
was going to be a Grand Proclama· 
tion.) Miss Helmholz in particular 
(who did not appear in her senior 
robe) took the instruction as an 
affront to her and her party. 
In a series of lightning moves, one 
(or possibly two) attempted as-
sassinations took place as violence· 
erupted in the dining room. Water 
weapons were used by the Radi-
cal Middle, it is alleged, and a din-
ing room knife, was used by the 
Radical Left. 
From then on Miss Helmholz 
worked to establish an inner core 
to wrest control from Miss Sag-
master. Claiming ideological de-
scent from Pericles of Athens she 
quoted: "Our constitution is called 
a democracy because power is in 
the hands not of a minority but of 
the whole people." And she asked: 
"Can we the seniors of Claflin 
Hall claim to have a constitutional 
government at all?" "No-" she re-
plied to herself, and called for a 
democratic election to elect a pro-
visional government to formulate 
a constitution. 
She did this when it became ap-
parent that impeachment of Miss 
Sagmaster would be unsuccessful. 
Abdication of the Queen 
Soon after, the Queen abdicated. 
"I am an anarchist," she explained, 
and perhaps had been unaware of 
the exact nature of ·her duties as 
Philosopher-Queen. 
Miss Sagmaster now has claimed 
herself Queen, with little or no 
opposition. Miss Helmholz claims 
that she herself is looking for poli-
tical and ideological reform rather 
than personal aggrandizement. 
'Dhe abdication of the Queen in 
favor of anarchy is only one of a 
number of upturns and down· 
swings in the vicissitudes of the 
Republic. 
An anarchistic faction broke 
away from the Radical Left. Small 
but intransigent, it claims Ropot-
kin in prototype. This faction does 
not have the support of the anar-
chical former Queen, however. The 
Queen does not believe in parties. 
A second separatist movement 
within the anarchy party theaters 
"gorilla tactics." 
Back to Scholarship 
Dissidents of the Right, The Rad-
ical Reactionaries, advocate in 
their manifesto: 
1) A return to the good old days 
when scholars were scholars and 
didn't get mixed up with Life, and 
2) Institution of the rule of the 
Ten Commandments and Preserva-
tion of Independence from the 
XXth Century. The Radical Reac-
tionaries also advocate conserva-
tive bell-desk measures until a 
moat can be constructed around 
the· community. 
HATHAWAY HOUSE BOOKSHOP 
The whole WHO - WHAT - WHERE 
- WHEN of the world's most interesting 
places. 
• Indispensable companions 
• Light as a passport 
• 128 pages - size 4 3/ 4 x 8" 







Order your guides now -
• France • Israel 
• Italy • The Low 
• Paris Countries 
• Spain • Switzerland 
• Rome • Venice 
• Florence • Restaurants 
• London of Europe 
• Britain • Shopping in 
Europe 
Each Guide tells where to stop, shop, what to see, where to eat, be merryl Currency 
information - useful foreign phrases -
Prepared by Americans •• for Americans only $1.45 each 
Tear here - mail in order - come in with your order 
·-------------------------
HATHAWAY HOUSE BOOKSHOP 
103 CENTRAL STREET 
I wish to order HOLIDAY TRAVEL GUIDES for: (please list) 
CEdar 5-2830 
Name ...... ... .......... . ........ . .. . Campus address .... .. .......... . ....... . 
Home address ........ .. .. ... ..... -. . . . . . . . . . . . Payment enclosed, amount ....... . 
I will come in . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . mail to home address ...... . .......... . .. .. . 
add 25c for mailing charge. 
College. The other four contestants 
this year came from Princeton, 
Connec·ticut College for Women, 
the University of Massachusetts 
and Mount Holyoke. 
Lyric Idiom 
Commenting on Miss Radner's 
poetry, the judges praised its "gen-
uiness of poetic insight, consis-
tency of idiom and lyric quality." 
They particularly praised her 
poem, uA Dead Bird as the Sign 
of Summer's End," which ends: 
Heaven gave light, rain, air and 
from the earth 
Grew Darkness, heavy grass and 
insect-thund~r; 
Night spread out like a tree to 
shelter under, 
These flowering gifts exceed 
what I am worth, 
I think, and yet these rocks, this 
shattered bird 
Menaced me always. How have I 
not heard? 
Twenty-one year old Miss Rad-
ner lives in Evanston, Dlinois. She 
has published poetry in high 
school and college publications, 
and has acted in and directed sev-
eral Shakespearean plays. She 
plans to work on the translation 
and adaptation of French, Latin 
and Italian verse, and will study 
next year at the University of 
Florence, working on medieval 
Italian literature. 
The contest was established in 
1923 by the late Colonel and Mrs. 
Hugh Glascock of New York City, 
in memory of their daughter, who 
died shortly after graduation from 
Mount Holyoke. Among well 
known poets who read for the 
prize as undergraduates are John 
Holmes, Kimball Flaccus, John 
Chamberlain, Muriel Rukeyser and 
Robert Lowell. 
Vivienne Yu '66 Guides At World Fair; 
Old and New Seen in Chinese Pavillion 
People seem to be talking about 
the World's Fair, making plans to 
go and writing friends, "Meet you 
at the Fair." Few have the oppor-
tunity t-o be a part of all the ex-
citement like Vivienne Yu '66 who I 
will spend the summer as a guide 
at the Chinese Pavillion. 
, 
% 
Vivienne, originally from China, 
will join 19 other guides who all 
speak at least one of three Chin-
ese dialects in addition to English. 
She anticipates her summer as 
"an invaluable experience to show 
many people a historical and mod-
em China which has not been 
fully revealed in past years." 
Insight to Culture 
Since Vivienne's father is the 
High Commissioner of the Chinese 
Pavillion of the Fair, she has been 
a first-hand observer of the plans 
and goals of the ewbit. In her 
opinion, the displays from China 
are "an interesting and represen-
tative contribution to the inte·rna· 
tiona! section of the Fair." The 
main building is a full scale repre-
sentation of the palace style with 
the traditional gate. Exhibits in-
clude examples of industrial ach-
ievement in the past decade illus-
trated by pictures and slides as 
well as a furnished typical Chinese 
home. 
"All displays in the pavillion 
were imported," Vivienne stated, 
"and the architectural plans were 
formulated in China." In addition 
to economic and cultural exhibits, 
the art treasures from the archives 
and museums of Taiwan are being 
displayed. Especially noteworthy is 
a tortoise shell inscribed with 
early Chinese writing in 1700-1300 
B.C. 
Opening Day 
With guides and officials from 
all the pavillions, Vivienne march-
ed in the opening parade of the 
Fair on April 22. She describes it 
as "a rain-soaked morning with 
a host of Walt Disney characters 
socializing with everyone." Stay-
ing at the Fair for its first week, 








host of TV's "Folk Music USA" 
backed by 
Boston's finest guitarist 
Ellen Burke 
singing in the finest tradition of 
Joan Baez and Bonnie Dobson 
plus Somebody Eisel! 
Friday, May 22, 8:30 P.M. 
NEWTON HIGH SCHOOL 
AUDITORIUM 
Walnut & Homer Sts., Newton 
$1.30 - $1.60 
VIvienne Yu '66 
she had a chance to visit all the 
exhibits as weU as to hear Presi-
dent Johnson's speech on the open-
day and to attend the ribbon cut-
ting ceremony at the Chinese Pavil-
lion. 
'65 To Display Arts 
In 1961 several members of the 
senior class decided to create and 
produce· a program which would 
demonstrate some of their artistic 
and creative talents. Since. then it 
has become tradition for each sen-
ior class to present such a pro-
gram. 
Kltty Ball '65 will be chairman 
of next year's "'65 and the Arts," 
which will be given the week-end 
of April 16-18, 1965. She feels that 
since its beginning, each year has 
seen a decrease in the interest in 
the program. One of her main 
objectives is going to be to try to 
increase the enthusiasm for all the 
activities of the week-end. 
In pursuit of her objective she 
has already planned several chan-
ges "I would like to have a lot of 
poetry and music," she commented. 
Instead of 'having them separately 
as they were this year, she will 
try to combine them to make a 
more interesting program. 
In order to place more emphasis 
on art, Kitty will try to convince 
more class artists to submit their 
work. 
She stated her prime objective 
by saying, "I am going to try to 
get as much talent out of the class 
as possible." She added that she 
knew there was a lot of talent in 
the class and that she would like 
to draw from all of it. 
cabof·hcndric 
Jewelera 
Wellesley & DUxbury 
GOLD 
CHINA & SILVER 
90 Central Street 
Wellesley 
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Photography Aims Toward The Abstract 
COLLECT VATICAN STAMPS?! 
Write for current price list or 
contact my agent, Beth Water-
man, Cazenove. 
Russell Bell 56 Queensberry St. 
(H.M.S. II) Boston, Mass. 02215 
---------· ·- ··· --
FOR SALE 
1961 Triumph (TR-3}- light blue 
• good condition • radio - ton-
neau cover • reasonable. 
Call 237-0840 
4 Photographers 
Exhibit their Work 
by Marion Brenner '66 
The Community Church Art 
Center is holding an Exhibit of 
Photography by four well-known 
photographers until May 31, at 
565 Bolyston Street in Copley 
Square. 
The four photographers partici-
pating in the exhibit are Carl 
Chiarenza, Nicholas Dean, Stephen 
Gersh and Paul Petricone. Their 
to distort reality or tricks to create 
studies illustrate solutions to the 
problem of using a precise instru-
ment to arrive at an art form. 
Instead · of relying on gimmicks 
to distort reality or trick to create 
abstract forms to study, they util-
ize the camera and ordinary ob-
jects to the fullest extent. 
Favors Close-ups 
The studies by Carl Chiarenza, 
presently a lecturer in Fine Arts 
at Boston University and Boston 
editor of Contemporary Photo-
grapher, are mostly close-up shots 
of varied textural surfaces. When 
a material is viewed so closely it 
becomes a new form, making its 
everyday meaning secondary if not 
unidentifiable. In a number of · 
his studies, Mr. Chiarenza exam-
ines peeling paint, which catches 
light as it curls and bubbles. 
Nicholas Dean also uses the 
close-up, but his fascination seems 
to be for the beauty of nature 
rather than for a particular angle 
of shooting. He seems to love the 
way light caresses natural forms: 
moonlight on snow, ripples spark-
ling in a stream, light subtly fold-
ing a single leaf. Studies by Mr. 
Dean are also on exhibition at 
the Kodak Pavillion of the New 
York World's Fair. 
Conveys Sense of Loneliness 
The youngest of the four photo-
graphers is Stephen Gersh, who 
at twenty-two already has four 
exhibitions to his credit. His 
studies play up the strange effect 
that light can have on nature. 
Everyday scenes become unique 
and emotional experences; there 
are never any people in his scenes, 
nothing to relieve the feeling of 
loneliness that they convey. 
Paul Petricone plays more with 
the abstract itself than with the 
abstraction of natural forms which 
occupied the other photographers. 
His subjects are hard to identify, 
and the emphasis is completely 
on the formal composition of the 
photograph. Mr. Petricone is also 
exhibiting at the New York 
World's Fair. 
The exhibit of£ers a brief 
glimpse of some of the posssbil-
ities of the camera that are being 
investigated in American photo-
graphy today. The Art Center is 
open Monday through Friday 
from 9 A.M. to 5 P.M. 
THE ACROPOLI.S RESTAURANT 
SUPERB GREEK-AMERICAN CUISINE 
SPECIALIZING IN SH/SHKEBAB 
Special Lunch - 99c 
We Serve Complete Dinners from $2-$3 
Imported Beer & Wines - Oriental Pastries 
II :30 a.m. • II :30 p.m. - 7 Days a Week 
1680 MASS. AVE. EL 4-8335 
Betwen Harvard and Porter Squares 
,. 
- ~··~·--=-~~~~~ ~~.~--.0;· 
'~._.,....,--··- -· ··-- - .. 
"""""'···- .. 
-......... ~····~--~·· "'·- .. 
Wellesley Florist and 
Fruiterer 
40 CENTRAL STREET CE 7-9200 
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To Riot or Not to Riot .•. Ignore the Question 
Students cower at onrush of Wellesley Mcurlty officer O'Reilly and Persistence of Wellesley Police and dog (K-9) Squad· 
vicious bloodhound Peter Clapp. ron results in rounding up of rioting students, 
Rloh!rs clamber up Ivy-covered walls In an attempt 
to infiltrate Green Hall from the south. 
-rHE: 
SAN #le Bt411its ~ 
GO HOHE fil,rim! 
C::A LLS' E: 
vovJN wiilt Bussts \ 
UP with Au.tt?s I . 
wt "ATfH4m! 
Wt WANf ont" juioc! 
SA 'IF. fhdr S9lAfflDfa! 
PEFEHO Ottr Jt11idtli01151 
• 
IT'S ALL RJOT r 
\ . 
OHicer and MastiH gloat over body of conquered 
demonstrator. 
Students chant "Birmingham, Birmingham, Cambridge, Cambridge" 
in defiance of police and dog tactics - referring to racial and non- "Nol" say the signs that rioters hold - "If we can't, they can't. No 
racial demonstrations. cars on campus!" 
HARVARD -WELLESLEY 
CHARTER BUSES 
Buses leave Wellesley College June 3, return Sept. 22 
BOSTON-CHICAGO Round Trip $55.00 
BOSTON-DETROIT Round Trip $42.50 
BOSTON-WASH., D.C. Round Trip $25.00 
Ride air conditioned GREYHOUND buses, with 
reclining seats and lavatory. 
FOR INFORMATION AND RESERVATlONS, WRITE "HARVARD-WELESLEY 
CHARTER BUSES", 4 HOLYO~ ST., CAMBRIDGE 38, OR PHONE AT 491-
1790. 
GET DISCOUNT CARD 
on Patent Medicines • VItamins • 
Coametlct • Toiletries • Etc. at 
CARROLL'S (Sal-Mac, Inc.) 
572 Washington Street 
opposite Village Church 
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Notice To Traveling Faculty 
The Alumnae office will be 
glad to be of assistance to you 
in furnishing names of key al-
umnae in foreign areas who 
may be contacted by Wellesley 
travelers. Please call Mrs. Chap-
man, and allow two weeks for 
the list. 
ConamuaiiJ Plarhoust 
Wellnl., Hill• Cider J.0047 
z.... al 7lU JlaiL Wecl. II .... alI 
..... p CoaL ............ ,. 
Now Showing Ends Sat., May 16 
Academy Award Winners! 
Beat Actor - Sidney Poliler in 
"LILLIES OF THE FIELD" 
also Paul Newman and 
Patricia Neal (Beat Actreaa) 
in "BUD" 
Saturday Afternoon, Mar, 16 at 2 
"LUllea of !he Field ' and 
Walt Dlaney'a "Yellowstone Cuba" 
Sun., Mon., Tues. May 17-18-19 
Albert Sordl in 
"TO BED ••• OR NOT TO BED" 
alao The Army-McCarthy Hearlnga 
"POINT OF ORDER" 
Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat. May 20-23 
Gregory Peck and Tonl' Curlla in 
"CAPTAIN NEWMAN" 




567 Washington St •• Wellesley 
Dormitory Snacks 
School SuppDes 
OVE:t 25,000 PAPER-BACK 
BOOKS IN STOCK r..-... CEdar 1-1117 
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Class of '63 Now • In Various Engaged Fields 
Clan of 1963 
Bogard, Priscilla - Student, Seeond-
ary Education (English), Yale Univer-
sity, New Haven, Connecticut. Sum-
mer: Philosophy Teaching Fellow (Liberal Studies Program), Mt. Her-
mon School, Northfield, Massachusetts. 
Carew, Carol - Student, Student-
Personnel Administration (Part-time) 
and Student Dean (Part-time), Syracuse 
University, Syracuse, New York. 
Harsh, Sherry - Researcher, Ency-
clopedia Britannica, Cambridge. 
Malone, Claudine - Received degree 
in February. Student, Philosophy, 
Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, 
Maryland 2/63-6/63, Assistant (Part-
time) Raleigh Harberdasher, Washing-
ton, D. C. 
Orr, Carolyn- Student, Philosophy, 
Yale University, New Haven, Connecti-
cut. Summer: Student, German, Goethe 
Institute, Munich, Germany. 
Pool, Julia - Trainee, New York 
State Citizens Committee for Public 
Schools, New York City. 
Rand, Leigh - Student, Scene De-
sign, Boston University, Boston and 
Student, Painting, Sketching, Museum 
School, Boston, and Receptionist, Office 
of the Attorney General, Boston. Sum-
mer: Scene Design, Harvard University, 
Cambridge and Props Mistress, Loeb 
Drama Center, Cambridge. 
Rubovitz, Carol - Student, Law, 
University of Pennsylvania Law School, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
Stoller, Nancy- Student, Sociology, 
Brandeis University, Waltham, Massa-
chusetts. Summer: Intern, Bureau of 
Social Science Research, Washington, 
D.C. 
Waterman, Natika - Student, Phil-
osophy (Part-time) Boston University, 
Boston and Secretary to Dr. E. K. 
Diamond, Harvard Medical School, 
Boston. 
MAJOR STUDENTS l!t PHYSICS 
Becker, Carol (Mrs. Christopher 
Witze) - Laboratory Technician, De-
partment of Astronomy, University of 
California, Berkeley, California. 
Fulton, Margaret - Physicist, Ex-
perimental Division, Lawrence Radia-
tion Laboratory, Livermore, California. 
Johnke, Mary (Mrs. Tom Austin 
Alberg) - Research Assistant, Atomic 
Energy Commission, New York City. Quinsenberry, Elizabeth -Associate 
Engineer, Minneapolis-Honeywell, Bos-
ton. Summer: Traveler in Europe. 
Tse, Helena - Systems Engineer 
Trainee, International Business Ma-
chines, New York City. 
·MAJOR STUDENTS IN 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
Arnold, Judith - Assistant, Office 
of Senttor Edward Kennedy, Washing-
ton, D. C. Summer: Traveler in Europe. 
Bancroft, Susan - Student, Inter-
national Relations, Fletcher School of 
Law and Diplomacy, Tufts University~ 
Medford. Summer: Office Worker, ' Ro-
chester Telephone Federal Credit 
Union, Rochester, New York. 
Barton, Elizabeth (Mrs. John T. 
Andrews) - Received B.A. from 
George wa·shington University. Edi-
torial Aide, National Education Asso-
ciation, Washington, D. C. 
Bates, Katherine - Student, Law, Office of Education, Department of tary, New Bedford Public Schools, New MAJOR STUDENTS IN SOCIOLOGY 
Columbia University, New York City. Health, E(lucation, Welfare, Washing- Bedford, Massachusetts. Summer: Braidwood, Gretel-Assistant, Edu· 
MAJOR STUDENTS IN POLITICAL ton, D.C. St\ldent, Education, Bridgewater State cational Films, Turkish Prehistoric 
SCIENCE Pickens, Polly-Analyst, Central In- College, Bridgewater, Massachusetts. Project Oriental Institute, University 
Arnold, Judith-Assistant, Office of telligence Agency, Washington, D.C. Meyer, Sarah-Student, Elementary of Chicago, Turkey. Summer: Traveler 
Senator Edward Kennedy, Washington, Summer: Student, Typing and Short- Education, New York University School in Europe. 
D. C. Summer: Traveler in Europe. hand,-Radcliffe Secretarial School, Cam- Jr.)-Student, Education, Rutgers Uni- Donner, Deanne (Mrs. James Miller 
Bancroft, Susan-Student, Interna- bridge. versity, Newark, New Jersey. Bonnar III)-5ocial Work Assistant, 
tional Relations, Fletcher School of Putnam, Patricit-Student, Second- MAJOR STUDENTS IN ZOOLOGY Washington Hospital, Boston. · 
Law and Diplomacy, Tufts University, ary Education (History), University of Beard, Margaret-Teaching Fellow in McGowan, Brenda - Caseworker, 
Medford. Summer: Office Worker, Ro- Notre Dame, Indiana. Zoology (Part-time), University of Catholic Charitable Bureau of Boston, 
chester Telephone Federal Credit Reposa, Judith-Executive Trainee. Michigan and Student (Part-time) Zoo- Boston and Student (Part-time), Social 
Union, Rocnester, New York. Bonwit Teller. New York City, logy, University of Michigan, Ann Work, Boston College, School of Social 
Barton, Elizabeth (Mrs. John T. Richards, Nancy (Mrs. Marvin S. Arbor, Michigan. Summer: Student, Work, Boston. 
Andrews)-Received B A. from George Freedman) - Secretary, Massachusetts Physics, University of Portland, Port- Tipton, Judith - Student, Social 
Washington . University Editorial Aide, Institute of Technology, Cambridge. land, Oregon, and Research Assistant, Work, Simmons College School of 
National Education Association, Wash- Summer: Student, Speedwriting, Boy- Oregon Regional Primate Research Social Work, Boston. Summer: Secre-
ington, D.C. les-VanSant Business College, Omaha, Center, Beavertown, Oregon. tary, United "States Chamber of Com-
Bates, Katherine-Student, Law, Co- Nebraska. Bond, Vicky (Mrs. Irwin H. Fine)- merce, Washington, D.C. 
lumbia University, New York City. Robbins, Isabel - Student, Govern- Junior Bacteriologist, Massachusetts · Turner, Patricia-Received degree in 
Bershad, Bonnie-Supervisor, Com- ment, Harvard University, Cambridge. Department of Health, Boston. Sum- February. Student, City Planning, 
munity R~newal Project, Philadelphia Summer: Liason Assistant, Veterans mer: Traveler in Europe. Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
Redevelopment Authority, Philadelphia, Administration, Washington, D.C. Bove, Gertrude-Opmion Surveyor, Cambridge. 4-63-8-63: Court Service 
Pennsylvania. Roe, Sally - Student, International New Jersey Bell Telephone Company, Division, County Public Aid Depart-
Brattin, Barbara-General Office and Relations, Fletcher School of Law and Newark, New Jersey. Summer: Office ment, Chicago, Illinois. 
Research ·Wol;ker, Republican Finance Diplomacy, Tufts University , Medford. Assistant, Sales Department, Schering Wexler, Amy- Student, Sociology, 
Committee, Cleveland, Ohio. Shelton, Jane - Student, Political Corporation, Bloomfield, New Jersey University of Chica~o. Chicago, Illinois .. 
Burke, Mary-Secretary, Small Busi- Science, University of Cincinnati, Cin- and Student, Political Science, Upsala Summer: Traveler m Europe. 
ness Administration, Washington, D.C. cinnati, Ohio. College, East Orange, New Jersey. , Woody, Irma (Mrs. Charles Frincis, 
Summer: · Student, Typing and Short- Stroud, Elizabeth (Mrs. Richard E. Bowerman, Deborah (Mrs. Brian E. Biological Research Assistant, Rocky 
hand, Radcliffe Summer Secretarial Poole)-Teacher (Grade I) The Harris Brennan)- Secretary, Department of Mountain Biological Laboratory, Cres-
School, Cambridge. School, Chicago, Illinois. Summer: Medicine, Brown University, Provi- ted Butte, Colorado. 
Cassity, Rebecca _ Student, Law, Salesclerk, John Wanamaker, Wilming- dence, Rhode Island. Goodzicker, Terri-Student, Zoology, 
Northwestern ·University, Chicago', II- ton, Delaware . Chesley, Gretchen-Student, Zoology, Columbia University, New York City. 
linois. summer: Assistant, Budget and Wazeter, Mary Louise - Assistant. University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois. Henry, Roberta-Laboratory Assis-
Finance Division, United States Depart- Rural Industries Project, Peace Corps, Summer: Student, Organic Chemistry, tant, Dr. John MacLaren, Boston Ly-
ment of Agriculture, Washington, D.C. Honruras. Summer: Student, Small University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, ing-In Hospital, Boston. 
Chapman, Audrey (Mrs. Donald G . Business Management, New York Uni- Minnesota. Kourides, lone- Student, Medicine, 
Slesinger) - Student, Political Theory versity, New York City. Evans, Susan-Laboratory Technol- Harvard Medical School. Boston. Sum-
and Comparative Government in Asia MAJ'OR STUDENTS IN PSYCHOLOGY ogist, University of Minnesota Medical mer: Travaler in Europe. 
and Latin America, Columbia Univer- Claff, Linda (Mrs. Howard Bailit)- School, Minneapolis, Minnesota. Leich, Martha-Research Assistant, 
sity, New York City. Research Assistant, Maternal-Infant Freeman, Betsy (Mrs. Calvin F. Dr. Ropes, Massachusetts General Hos-
Grant, Anne-Teacher of Elementary Health Program, Children's Medical Opitz)_..:Research Assistant to Dr. Ir- pital, Bsoton. Summer: Traveler in 
Grade, Stoneham Public Schools, Center, Boston. win Freedberg, Beth Israel Hospital, Europe. 
Stoneham, Massachusetts. Summer: Hansher, Barbara-Child Care Coun- Brookline. . Leonard, .To--Student, Basic Science 
Traveler in Europe. selor, Manville School, Judge Baker Fuss, Carolyn - Student, Medical and Cytology (Part-time), University. 
G t J 1. s t H Guidance Center, Boston. Sciences, University of Illinois, Medi- of Colorado Medical School, Denver, u man, acque me- ecre ary, ar- cal Center, Urbana, Illinois. Summer: Colorado, and Laboratory Technician 
vard School of Public Health, Cam- Harris, Charlotte (Mrs. James Ralph Student, Painting, Hofstra College, to Dr. Donald w. King, University of 
bridge. Waneer)-Student, Elementary Educa- Hemstead, New York. Colorado Medical School. Denver, Col-
Kalijarvi, June-Assistant, Republi- tion, Harvard University Graduate Godfrey, Alice-Research Assistant orado. Summer: Student, Physics, 
can National Committee, Washington, School of Education·, Cambridge. Sum- to Dr. Watler Henson, Yale University, University of Colorado, Boulder, Colo-
D.C. ner: Traveler i-n Europe. New Haven, Connecticut. Summer: rado. . 
Katzen. Luise {Mrs. Robert Levy)- Hastings, Nancy {Mrs. Franklin B. of Education, New York City. Statisti- Morgan, Anne_ Research Assistant, 
Student, Russian Literature, University Miles, Jr.)-Research Assistant, Child cal Worker (Part-time), Mark Cellam Dr. Aub, Massachusetts General Hospi-' 
of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan. Development Program, Department of Research, New York City. tal, Boston. Summer: Research Assis-
King, Angie-Analyst, National Se- Psychology, Yale University, New Hav- Repetto, Denise _ Student, Social tant, Brown University, Providence, 
curity Agency, Fort George · Meade, en, Connecticut. Summer: Traveler in Work, Simmone College of Social Rhode Island. 
Maryland. Europe. Work. Boston. Summer: Research As- Newmark. Linda-Laboratory Tech-
Locke, Margaret-Assistant Teacher, Horner, Charlotte-Student, Teacher- sistant, Maternal-Infant Health Pro- nician, Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, 
German Exchange Program, Berlin, Training of the Blind, Perkins Insti- gram, Children's Hospital, Boston. Berkeley, California. 
Germany. Summer: Teaching Intern, t.ute for the Blind, Watertown. Tulipan, Jane-Student, Psycholigy, Nugent, Jane - Student, Medicine, 
Advanced Studies Program, St. Paul's Klein, Carol (Mrs. James White)- Brown University, Providence, Rhode Columbia College of Physicians and 
School, Concord, New Hampshire. Secretary, Special International Test- Island. Summer: Student, Russian, Surgeons, New York City. Summer: 
Mackey, Eleanor-Research Worker- ing Project, Teachers College, Colum- Harvard Universitv, Cambridge. Legal Secretary, Nolte and Nolte, New 
Secretary, Washington, D.C. Summer: bia University, New York City. Volk, Virginia-Psychological Tester, York City. 
Legal Se~retary, Joseph A. Mackey, Knitzer, Jane-Student, Psychologi- Perkins School for the Blind, Water- Parkhurst, Barbara-Student. Medi-
Providence, Rhode Island and Student, cal Counseling, Harvard Graduate town. cine, Hahnemann Hospital Medical 
Typing and Shorthand, Johnson and School of Education, Cambridge. Waddell, Sally-Student, Guidance, School. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
Wriles, Providence, Rhode Island, and Lazarovitz. Leah-Student, Psycho!- Harvard Graduate School of Educa- Summer: Counselor, Mt. Ida Day 
Traveler in Europe. ogy, Stanford University, California. ti.on, Cambridge. Camp. Newton Centre, Massachusetts. 
Lindley,Marcia-Student {Part-time) Senior Year Away Pinn, Vivian-Received degree in 
Mayberry, Lana-Pre-professional Li- Psychology, University of Minnesota Easton, Linda (Mrs. Paul Kalos)- February. Student, Medicine, Univer-
brary Assistant, Boston Public Library, and Teaching Assistant (Part-time). Assistant Teacher, Ethical Culture ~itv of Vintinia. Richmond, Virginia, 
Boston and Student, Library Science Psychology Department, University of Elementary School, New York City. February 1963-September 1963: Re-(Part-time) Simmone College, Boston. Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota. Summer: Traveler in Europe. ~earch Assistant. Massachusetts General 
Miller, Marta-Staff Assistant. Lyn- Summer: Research Assistant, Voca- Quest Senior from Ba:rna:rd Ho!lnit"'l, Boston. 
don B. Johnson, United States Capitol, tional Counseling Service, Veteran's Mund, L<1Uise (Mrs. Gerald Wasser- Schiffer, ·Amanda (Mrs. Gerald M. 
Washington, D.C. Adm1·nistrat1'on Hospital Minneapolis man) Res arch Assistant D Alt K f ) T h f G d 4 5 6 Paxton, Joan - Student, Secondary ' • - e • r. man, au m::tn- eac er o ra es . , • 
Education (Social Studies) Harvard Minnesota. Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 7, 8, Klondike School, Buf!alo, Wyom-
bridge. Summer: Student Assistant, Graduate School of Education, Cam- lir=M::c:L:e:o:d:·:~La~u~r~a~--~T~e~a~c~h§e§r~o§f§~Ele~rn~e~n~-~C~a~rn~b~r~id~g§e§.~§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§~~§in§g§.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~, --~~~~====~====~~~~~--
Summer vacation? 
We'll help you see the world, 
have a great time, · 
and save money, too. 
Sheraton's Campus Representative will give you a free Student ID or 
Faculty Guest Card. With it you can get low discount rates at all 90 
Sheraton Hotels and Motor Inns 'round the world ... even in single 
rooms! With 2 _or 3 in a room, you save even more. And you get fabulous 
food. Beautiful rooms. Free parking. Let Sheraton teach y~w a thing or 
two about relaxing and living it up this summer ... at Sheratons from 
Montreal to Mexico City, from Waikiki. Beach to New York. For your 
free ID or Guest Card, and more information, contact: 
College Relations Director 
College Relations Dept., Sheraton-Park Hotel, Washington 8, D.C. 
90 Sheraton Hotels & Motor Inns 
COLLEGE STUDENTS 
You can now learn 
SHORTHAND 
in 8 weeks through 
SPEED WRITING 
Summer 'Class Begins on 
MONDAY, JUNE 22 
Typewriting included 
Visit, write, or telephone Office for details 
Rochester Business Institute 
172 Clinton Ave., So. HA 6-0680 
ANNOUNCING ... 
THE CHARLES PLAYHOUSE 1964 - 1965 SE-ASON 
Boston's Resident Professional Theatre 
SUBSCRIBE NOW! 
2 PLAYS FREE 
6 PLAYS FOR THE PRICE OF 4.! 
1/-.lCIJ[TDLl\TG 11HE FREE BOJ\TUS MUSICAL 
BEFORE JUNE 30 
- EIGHTH SEASON -
"A TOUCH OF THE POET" 
by Eugene O'Neill 
"THE RIVALS" 
by Richard Brinsley Sheridan 
"THE MADWOMAN OF CHAILLOT" 
by Jean Giraudoux 
"THE PLOUGH AND THE STARS" 
by Sean O'Casey 
"THE PINTER PLAYS" 
"THE LOVERS" and "THE COLLECTION" 
by Harold Pinter 
(Annual Bonus Musical to be announced) 
Subscription prices: $16.30, $13.70, $12.10, $.10.10, $7.70 
YOUR CONTACT AT WELLESLEY COLLEGE IS: Leslie Miller 
Freeman Hall 
CE 7-0469 




Saturday, May 16. Senior Hoop 
Rolling will be held at Society 
Row at 7:45 A.M. Following Hoop 
Roling there will be coffee and a 
tour of the Welleley College, Club 
for Sen,iors. 
The Tree Day Pageant, "The 
Odyssey," will be held at Sever-
ance Green at 2:00 P.M. (alternate 
date in case of rain is May 17 at 
3:00 P.M.) Tickets for the pageant 
will be on sale at the Informa-
tion Bureau May 14 and 15 and at 
the four gates. Adult Guest tic--
kets are 50c. Children under 12 
are 25c. 
Class Crew Races will be held 
'on Lake Waban immediately fol-
'lowing the Tree Day Pegeant. 
There wil be an open house at the 
new boathouse after the races. 
The Spring Dance, sponsored by 
the Student Entertainment Com-
mittee, will be held at the Alum-
nae Ballroom at 8:00 p.m. 
Sunday, May 17. Concert of baro-
que music by professional music-
ians will begin at Jewett at 8:00 
P.M. 
Tuesday, May 19. Step singing 
will be held on the Chapel steps 
at 7:00 P.M. Open Senate meeting 
in Billings at 7:30 P.M. 
MUSIC 
On May 14 Lorna Cooke deVaron 
will conduct the combined forces 
of the New England Conservatory 
Chorus and Symphony Orchestra 
at Jordan Hall in a free concert 
beginning at 8:30 P.M. The pro-
gram will include Brahms' "Nanie" 
and "Serenade to Music" and "Five 
Tudor Portraits" by Vaughan 
Williams. 
Pops concerts conducted by Art-
hur Fiedler are held every night 
but Monday at Symphony Hall at 
8:30. 
The Isabella Stewart Gardner Mu-
seum continues its free musical 
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ially invited to attend the Open T p C 
programs on all days: Sunday 3-4; 
all other days 3-3:30. 
ART 
Continuing at the Boston Mu-
seum of Fine Arts is the Exhibi-
tino by Nineteenth Century Ameri-
cans. 
THEATER 
Harvard's Sander's Theater pre-
sents a classical performance of 
Aeschylus' Oresteia: The Age-
memnon, The Libation Bearers, 
and The Eumenides on May 14, 
15, and 16. 
Betty Field stars in The Glass 
Menagerie by Tennessee Wil-
liams at . the Charles Playhouse. 
The play will be held over until 
May 31. 
Betsy Pa.Imer is featured in 
Roar Like a Dove through May 
16 at the Wilbur. 
Carol Burnett continues in 
Fade Out, Fade In at the Colo-
nial Theater through May 16. 
MOVIES 
THE VICTORS continues at the 
Wellesley Community Playhouse. 
THE PINK PANTHER with Peter 
Sellers is at the Gary. 
Albert Finney and Susannah 
York in TOM JONES continue at 
the Beacon Hill. · 
THE CARDINAL continues at 
the Saxon. 
Sir Laurence Olivier stars in 
WUTHERING HEIGHTS at the 
Cinema. 
Ingmar Bergman's THE SIL-
ENCE, in English, is at the Park 
Square Cinema. 
Two Walt Disney hits MIRACLE 
OF THE WHITE STALLIONS and 
A TIGER WALKS, are at the Music 
Hall. 
lo'st and Found 
Be sure to pick up lost articles 
at the Infor.mation Bureau be-
fore leaving for vacation. 
House of the Wellesley Boat- ·0 resent oncert of Baroque Musi·c 
house following the Crew Races 
Saturday, May 16th. This Open A concert of Baroque music per- Mrs. Lois F. Pardue organist Miss 
House affords you the opportun- fo_rmed by professional musicians Evelyn C. Barry ~d Willia~ A. 
ity to tour the building, inspect will be presented Sunday, May Herrmann Jr. harpsichordists and 
the rowing machines, shells and 17,. at 8:00 p.m. in Jewett Audi-· John C. C~awford, continuo harps-
other facilities. Items of histori- tormm. . ichordist. The program has been 
cal interest concerning the Wel· Performers mclude ~embers of arranged by Hubert w. Lamb, 
lesley College Crew Program the Wellesley College faculty and Chairman of the Music Depart-
will be on display. These will a group of professional string ment. 
include photographs and scrap- players from outside the College s d , . 
books as well as original class under the supervision of Robert un ay s cpncert Will open with 
pictures. Koff, who will be' the principal the: Concerto Grosso in G ~~.no~, 
The new Boathouse was com- violinist. There will be no charge .Opus 3·. Number 2 by ~Inlmam. 
pleted in the fall of 1963 and ~or admission to the program, F?ur al'!88 by ~andel Wl~l follow 
replaced the old Crew House which will be open to the public. wtth. Miss DaVIs as soloist. Per-
which collapsed under a heavy Faculty Performers fornung on the Holtkamp cham-
snow in the winter of 1962. In The performers from the Wei- ber. or~an, Mrs., Pardue will be 
new building space for crew lesley College music faculty are ~olOist m Handel s Organ Concerto ~~~~~~~~~==~~~~~Mi~·~ss~E~l~e~a~no~r~M~. ~D~av~i~s~s~o~p~ran~o •n. F Malor, Opus 4, Number 4. 
.; . ' ' M1ss Barry and Mr. Herrmann will 
Lecture on Italian Unificat~on take the principal .parts in. the 
Continued from Page One 
ted: "I believe in the first Napol-
eon, omniptent creator of the 
French Revolution · and the King-
dom of. Italy, and the third Napol-
eon, h1s successor and our sole 
savior." 
(It may be noted that Kwame 
Nkrumah, life-president of Ghana 
has said, "Seek ye first the politi~ 
cal kingdom and all else will fol-
low.") 
Shift tv Militarism 
In this atmosphere, disagree-
ment was regarded as a threat to 
t~~ nation-state, not a healthy po-
h~lcal ph~nomenon in a society 
with a basic consensus. Liberty be-
came a future goal, not an immedi-
ate necesSity. 
_ .., • • • Concerto in C Maaor for Two 
zini was the "sentimental revolu-
tionary," not as dangerous as his 
enemies claimed. Cavour, shrewd 
and skillful, was the prototype of 
the "liberal in power," while Gari-
baldi was the "man of action" who 
was important in the fighting 
stage of revolution. 
Harpsichords by Bach. 
This is the second annual con-
cert made possible by gifts of Mr. 
and Mrs. Harold F. Reindel of 
Esse,x Falls, New Jersey. Mrs. 
Reindel is an alumna of the Col-
lege, as is their daughter, Mrs. 
Rees E. Tulloss, Jr., 443 Concord 
Road, Weston. 
Professor Grew's talk showed 
that there is real continuity in _!--------------
history; the growth of nationalist 
ideology and modernizing trends 
in the nineteenth century has 
mushroomed in the twentieth. 
Wellesley College has received 
matching grants of $18,490 from 
the National Science Foundation 
for equipment in the Departments 
of Biological Sciences and Astron-
omy. 
tljust about the most wonderful 
Tree Day Festivities.-.. 
Professor Grew showed that thus, 
while nationalism might originate 
on the political "left," it could 
easily .move to the "right" once 
established. Its emphasis on loyalty 
obedience, heroism, and sacrifice 
could become associated with mili-
tarism and the power of an en-
trenched elite, seeking change 
through or der. 
Not Divine Growth 
Although the leaders of the Ris-
orgimento saw unification as a 
natural and necessary process, Pro-
fessor Grew explored the complex 
network. of economic, political, 
and social forces leading toward 
revolution and pointed out 11how 
close Italy came to not being 
unified." Many of these forces 
were contradictory, and the stu-
dent of history must discover how 
they cohered. 
The grants of $15,000 for equip-
ment, primarily microscopes for 
use in introductory and historical 
anatomy courses apd for physiol-
ogy and bacteriology, and of $3,490 
toward the cost of a Cuffey Iris 
Astrophotometer to be used in as-
tronomy courses, will be matched 
by the College. 
new convenience for · 
intimate fen,i•.ine care', 
Jju. .1Je. Continued .from Page Three 
Chris Ditmeyer '66, shows the ac-
tivities of the Ladies of the Court 
and the comical suitors. The Dance 
then shifts to the adventures of 
Odysseus and his crew. For Odys-
seus' passage between Scylla and 
Charybdis "the Green becomes a 
great sea," said Betty Pfaelzer '65, 
the choreographer. She described 
the scene as a spoof of the whole 
idea of an odyssey. 
The Bacchanal, choreographed 
by Dawn Kramer '67, provides "a 
contrast of uninhibited movement 
and strong tension to capture the 
two feelings of a revel the wildness 
and a sort of drunken stupor." In 
the land of the Lotus-Eaters the 
crew falls into a drugged sleep 
from which they are saved only 
by the intervention of the Gods 
on Mount Olympus. In the final 
scene, "Homecoming," the crew 
returns to the court. 
The Oldest Tradition 
After the dance follows the Cere-
mony of the Spode, in which the 
Sophomore Spade Giver, Vicki 
Spelman, and the Freshman Spade 
Receiver, Daria Bolton clown un-
til on~ mentions the w~rd "spade." 
At this the two classes charge like 
a Mongol horde in the race for the 
freshman tree. Tradition dictates 
freshman tree. · 
The tradition of planting a class 
tree is the oldest one at Welles-
ley; it's two years older than even 
Commencement. The custom be-
gan in 1877 when Henry Fowle 
Durant, the founder, gave the 
freshman and sophomore classes 
a tree to plant in their honor 
Since then the ceremony has evol: 
ved until it includes a variety of 
activities. But the spade exchanged 
by the freshman and sophomore 
representatives is the same used 
in 1877 and bears the inscriptions 
of many of the classes that used it. 
When the breathless underclass-
men return, they will find the four 
class crews in formation on Sever-
ance Cove. 
There will also be a dance "For 
the · Lotus-Eaters" in Alumnae Hall 
that evening from eight to twelve. 
Two bands will provide continuous 
music, and the Dartmouth Injun-
aires will sing. The tickets, which 
cost three dollars each, may be 
obtained from the sophomore soc--
ial chairmen. · 
----------- ·· ··---
Popular Demand For Play 
Upon student request for a re-
peat perflorma,n.ce on .Tree Day 
Weekend, the Wellesley Col-
lege Theatre undr the- direction 
of Mr. Paul Barstow will pre· 
sent the Learned Ladies on 
Friday, May 15 at 8:00 p.m. in 
Alumnae Hall. This will be the 
third presentation of the satire 
by Moliere; tickets are priced 
at $1.00 tor stude-nts, $1.50 for 
~ue$ts, and SOc for high school 
students. 
ELMS HOUSE 
(formerly used b7 WeUesle7' CoUep) 
637 WASHINGTON ST. 
CE 5-2274 
Put pur dat• In • "'donn" 






Sold and Repaired 
Pickup and DeliverJ 
Record Albums·S.IIout- ,1.91 
Folk ~uitar and Banlo LeUOM 
CE 5-7398 Cl 5-7025 
STUDENT DISCOUNTS ~ 
He also mentioned the nineteen-
th-century's tendency to oppose 
practical, cynical "realism" and 
vague, fervent "idealism" in poli-
tics. Nationalism made sweeping 
promises, and dscontent set in 
when reality did not meet these 
goals. 
Epic Personalities 
In conclusion, Professor Grew 
presented brief sketches of the 
three principal Italian leaders, Ca-
vour, Mazzini, and Garibaldi. Maz-
These grants, made by the Na-
tional Science Foundation under 
its Undergraduate Instructional 
Scientific Program, were sought by 
Wellesley as a part of its effort 
to replace and improve some of 
the equipment in various science 
departments. 
College Ta~i Co. 
Ellicient Service 
CE 5-2200 
U•o•aln• AYIIIIble Fer I 










M~Y 14, 15, and 16 ONLY 
SANDERS THEATER 
PERFORI~lANCES AT 8:00P.M. 
Reserved Tickets: $2.00, $2.50, and ~.00 
Available at The Coop ~. 
or at TR 6-5815 Weekday Evenings 
General A.dmusion: $1.25 at the door 
.. 
• t! . ~ ' . 11 
the"petite bath"in a packette 
.. . . so refreshing, so easy and economical 
to use !lnd so reassuring to know you can 
feel "all -over dainty" all day, wherever-
you are! Bidette is that wonderfully soft, 
lint-free cloth (not harsh P.aper) . .. pre-
moistened with a mildly medicated lotion 
that quickly cleanses and helps remove 
the_ common causes of odof, itching ani 
discomfort from the most sensitive· fem~ 
inine areas ... safely, soothingly and oh. 
'o ·refreshingly! 
Much more convenient than ,soap. and 
water, and disposable as a tissue. Bldette 
is the ultimate in in.timate care '··· . Ideal at 
bedtime, iridispttnsable when travelling, 
so handy to have at work, really welcome 
whenever weather, activity or stress aug-
gut a need for extra caution, helpful 
while ill or confined, and just Perfect dur-
ing mertstruation. Buy Bidet(e today and 
discover for yourself 1 One dozer~ 854, 
two-dozen economy box $1.50 (you aaw 
204) at your drugatore. 
For this lovely- re-fillable Purse-Pack 
with 3 Bidette aamplea ....... , 
and literature, aend ... · ·""~~~\,., · 
.. ·· ~ ~ just 254 with .. -· ·· ·· · ··~;to\ t 
coupon. . _,,... ~1 ,.,~. 
...... ···~~-~~~ 
With Bid~tt~ Ill 
your puru you nm 
n•wrhin 
r.----~ .., I Oep• wm. 
P.O. Bol 2300, G.P.O .. New York 1 
J I enclose '15c to cover postage and handling. J Please send Bidette Purse- Pack, I samples ~ literature. 
I Nft!\ I i A~~rm · _ 1 
City · . Clltt--Stat 
L;; ___________ ::;.l 
